
VIBOX8 - MINI SLOMO
SLOW MOTION SERVER



Although defined by a small form factor and 
significant cost advantages, ViBox Mini  
represents the high quality and professional 
approach, all Simplylive products are known 
for. The combination makes ViBox Mini the 
perfect entry-level model for smaller compa-
nies and productions.

The ViBox8 - Mini SloMo is the perfect starting 
point for live replay and offers a pioneering 
solution which breaks with traditional concepts 
and brings a modernised user experience to 
live replay. The extensive slow motion capabili-
ties built into the ViBox8 - Mini SloMo stand-
alone replay solution are combined with a new 

ViBox Mini is the new compact and powerful member of the ViBox  
product family. This portable, high-quality solution makes it even easier  
to dip into live productions. With its small form-factor as well as inno- 
vative workflows and functions it is the only tool users need to produce 
cutting-edge content without thinking about the technology behind. 

touchscreen UI approach. With this intuitive 
and instinctive UI ViBox8 - Mini SloMo bolsters 
the next generation of slow motion operators. 
Additionally, there is an option for a traditional 
dedicated slow motion controller, integrated 
with the touch UI.

The ViBox8 - Mini SloMo offers 8 configurable 
channels for up to 6 camera inputs with a 
minimum hardware footprint in a 5.5 kg porta-
ble chassis plus touchscreen and includes:

  Replays & highlights 
  Super slow motion recording 
   Import / Export of media 
  Option for traditional remote controller 

VIBOX8 - MINI SLOMO
The most compact and powerful  
slow motion solution

Features
 Portable and compact
 Significant cost advantages
 New touchscreen concept
 Professional solution
 Streamlined to single user applications

Hardware Unit

Remote Controller

ViBox8 - Mini SloMo Touch UI



Discover the Future of 
Live Replay … Simply at 
your Fingertips!

The ViBox8 - Mini SloMo smart design is built 
around a touchscreen interface that removes  
the worry of operating and learning complicat-
ed equipment. The ViBox8 - Mini SloMo allows 
users to focus and act upon what they see and 
instinctively navigate the UI to create the same 
high-end replays at a fraction of the cost. This 
cost reduction is amplified with the new Mini 
hardware and also in operational savings offered 
with the efficiency of the innovative design of 
the ViBox8 - Mini SloMo application for a single 
operator.
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Applications
 Mobile trucks / OB Vans
 Live Studio
 Stadiums and Arenas
 Collegiate and Educational 

ViBox8 - Mini SloMo – Fast and Powerful Slow Motion Solution

The ViBox8 - Mini architecture also brings 
flexibility for remote, at-home productions.  
The system allows the back-end hardware to  
be located on-site while the UI can be extended 
via Ethernet to the production facility with the 
additional of the optional PC interface. This 
allows for a smaller footprint and less people 
needed on location or the ability to add super 
motion cameras to at-home productions with-
out the need to send all the individual SDI 
phases back to the production hub.



Video
 6 x HD SDI Inputs
 

 
2 x HD SDI Outputs 

  Additional I/O Options: NDI, RTMP, TS UDP or SRT  
Options for SSM Inputs  
6 Preview and 2 PGM  
Codec: DNxHD 120 / 145

Audio 
Embedded audio: 16 tracks per video channel 

 
 

(input or output)

Storage  
2 TB SSD (30/24 h storage) 
USB3 connectors for import from / export  
to external storage

Network  
  2 x 1 Gigabit Ethernet ports  

Controller   
  Touchscreen
  Dedicated controller (option)

Operating System 
  MS Windows 10

Physical 
   Main unit: 11 (H) x 30 (D) x 38 (W) cm   

(4 x 12 x 15 in) chassis, 7 kg (15 lb)

Power 
  External Power Supply: 110 / 230 V 350 W

Technical Specifications


